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“Our Mission
is to provide superior care
to patients and their loved ones,
so that they may complete
their mission on this earth
in comfort, dignity
& harmony.”
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Finding
ope
in Hospice
— One Daughter’s Insight

“W

hen I heard that my mother of curing. Hospice is about healing as well as
was ready for hospice, hope was the last thing on sustaining hope, many hospice professionals
my mind,” Janice Dickey said. Janice’s mother, will point out. But not in the way that many
Jean Bolsover, was diagnosed eight years ago with lay people, like Janice, will perceive when they
or their loved one
a form of dementia. In
begins the end-ofthe beginning stages,
life journey.
Janice’s mother was
“In the beginable to stay in her
ning,” Janice said, “I
home until Janice
was dealing with the
and her sister became
fact that my mom is
concerned for her
at the end of her life,
safety. “After my
and it was a very difmother moved in
ficult time for me and
with me,” Janice
my children.” Once
said, “her physical
a loved one underhealth deteriorated
stands that the
and she was in and
hospice patient will
out of the hospital
Patsi Kemp, Hospice nurse, and Janice Dickey
not be cured of their
several times. The
illness, hopeful feellast time she was
admitted the doctor recommended that I look ings can fade. But as families discover the
benefits of hospice, hope usually returns in a
into hospice.”
“I felt like this was the end,” Janice added. new guise.
“As soon as Casa de la Luz started visiting,
Hope in the context of hospice can seem
contradictory. Most hospice things settled down to a nice routine,” Janice
patients and their families continued. “Pat Williams was our first hospice
initially relate the word to the nurse to visit and I was so appreciative of how
potential of healing, or even, he got us everything we needed—and so quickly.
continues on page 3
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Message

O

ur staff represents our mission
– providing superior care to patients and
their loved ones, so that they can complete
their mission on this earth in comfort,
dignity and harmony. They are drawn to
hospice work for a variety of reasons, but the
characteristics that define and unite them are
compassion and the desire to help. Their
many skills are matched to important tasks

P

within our mission. Our employees are a
priority. As one of our core values, we
take personal responsibility for creating an open, enriching environment,
and we recognize the wholeness of
each employee by encouraging balance
among business, personal, and family
commitments. We are committed to
our employees.

Lynette Jaramillo and Agnes Poore, RN
As founders of Casa, our goal is to
inspire a steadily growing staff to share
our commitment to our mission and
vision. With a talented leadership team
and exceptional staff we establish goals
based on the needs and challenges of the
Tucson community we serve—enabling us
to provide superior care for patients and
their families. ❦

H

Sustaining
ope at the
Time of Prognosis

hysicians face a constant
challenge of how to deliver a poor prognosis and still sustain the patient’s hope.
Approach is important, but perhaps more
important is understanding the patient’s
needs. If the physician fails to do so, then
further communications with the patient
could be greatly hindered, including about
important end-of-life care options that
would help the patient maintain a quality
of life.
“Patients and families differ in their
needs and desires for hope and explicit
prognostic information,” said Dr. Evan
Kligman, Associate Medical Director for
Casa de la Luz’s Inpatient Unit. “We found
that simply asking patients how much information they want, without exploring their
emotions and concerns, did not adequately
meet their informational needs.”
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from Lynette & Agnes

A recent article in the
Journal of Palliative Medicine pointed to similar conclusions, from a study that
surveyed patients and family
members about the prognosis information provided
by physicians. The results
revealed that all patients
and family members surveyed stated that
they would want “all” the information as
it related to their prognosis. But after the
subjects underwent deeper questioning,
a minority expressed reservations about
knowing certain types of information.
The study also found that:
• Patients and families varied greatly in
their desires for hope and explicit prognostic
information.
• A physician asking, “How much

information do you want?”
was ineffective in understanding individual needs.
• Patients and families
prefer prognostic information
that takes into account the
fragility of their emotional
states.
Casa de la Luz Hospice
has a team of professionals that work
with physicians to help them better
understand the needs of people facing
a terminal prognosis. Our admissions
team is specially trained in sensitivity,
communication, family dynamics, and
end-of-life decision making. We are
compassionate caregivers, here to help
patients and families in a final journey
that is based on their needs and pursued
on their terms. ❦

Why

T

Inpatient Care

he goal of Casa de
la Luz Hospice is to allow people
facing a terminal illness to remain
in their own homes. During the
course of the illness, however,
periodic episodes that require
more specialized attention are
best handled in Casa’s inpatient
unit facility. “Our inpatient
facility is a place where comfort,
confidence, and care is the
focus of our support for the Nursing Station at the Inpatient Unit
patients and families”, Diana
McGill, MSW, Inpatient Manager stated.
When symptoms arise in the home setting
Casa de la Luz Hospice is dedicated to that the caregiver cannot manage alone – It
meeting total patient needs. The inpatient is often necessary to admit the patient to
unit offers 9 spacious, private rooms, and is regulate medications, implement new treatstaffed with a fully trained team of hospice ments, or for complex treatments.
professionals providing round-the-clock
care. While aggressive in our approach to
When death is imminent – Often the
managing pain, symptoms, and overall desire to remain at home to die becomes
suffering, we adhere to a philosophy of too frightening for the patient or family to
non-invasive treatments whenever possible. endure alone. The support of a comforting,
The patient’s primary physician is caring inpatient setting can often make the
encouraged to follow in our hospice inpatient last days or hours less stressful.
setting, to continue to make daily visits
and orchestrate the patient’s care. Primary
To provide relief to caregivers – By bringphysician inpatient visits are billed under ing the patient to the unit, caregivers are
Medicare Part B. In instances where the relieved for several hours or days at a time
primary physician chooses not to follow, through this respite service.
the hospice physician will make rounds and
write orders.
When a treatment or procedure is
The inpatient unit is used as a short- necessary – The palliation of a symptom
term alternative when pain, symptoms or might require the patient to go to the unit
family situations indicate that solutions for a few days.
cannot be made in the patient’s home. It is
not a setting for custodial or hotel-type care,
Each patient, their situation, their
rather, for high intensity, short stay care.
needs and desires, and their families
The average time a patient spends in an are evaluated on an individual basis, to
inpatient unit is 5-7 days. Some of the reasons provide personalized decision making
people have used the inpatient unit are:
and care. ❦

Finding

Hope

continued from page 1

All of the hospice staff is so positive
and understanding, it gave me hope
that I had made the right decision to
call hospice.”
Several Casa de la Luz staff who
were interviewed on the subject of
hope and hospice agreed that hope
is an important component of their
compassionate care. But the endof-life journey requires a constantly
changing definition of hope. It can
evolve, for example, from wishing for
recovery to wishing for comfort and a
pain-free passing.
Janice’s mother has been with
Casa de la Luz for approximately
eight months, during which time
Janice has acquired a new sense of
wisdom – and peace – from their
hospice experience. “The hospice
staff has given me someone to talk to
about everything regarding my mom
and her diagnosis, and they helped
me understand my mother’s needs
better,” Janice explained. “Hospice has
prepared me with everything in order
to get to this point.”
“I am afraid of this last leg of the
journey,” Janice admitted, “but I have
hope that it will be easier on my mom
and me. I also hope that when I look
back on this experience, I’ll know I did
all that I could for my mom.” ❦
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Tea Raises Money for
End of Life Care

s a locally owned hospice
provider, our goal at Casa de la Luz Hospice
is to support our community by providing
the best hospice care possible. We help
ensure that our end-of-life patients stay in
their own homes, pain free and living each
day to the fullest.
Most people aren’t aware of the many
benefits that hospice provides, and the fact
that hospice is fully covered, either through
private health insurance or through the
Medicare Hospice Benefit. Hospice services include: nursing and physician visits;
home health aid; medications; equipment
and supplies; counseling; social services;
support for family and caregivers; and
bereavement.
Hospice, however, does not cover many
expenses associated with a terminal illness,
which low- or fixed-income patients and

to grant all 186 patient requests made in
2008. However, requests went up last year
and are continuing to increase.”
To continue to provide such important,
supplemental services, Casa de la Luz
Foundation held its annual fundraiser, To
a Tea, on May 3rd at the Hacienda del Sol
Guest Ranch. To a Tea is an afternoon event
where participants are treated to fine food,
Annlee
Laughlin, RN
Inpatient
Unit, models
the latest in
Summer Colors

families may struggle to pay. These expenses
include travel for out-of-town family
members, food, clothing, and funeral and
burial expenses. During an
economic recession when
everyone is tightening their
belts – and some face job
loss and/or home foreclosure – such costs can be
prohibitive.
The non-profit Casa de
la Luz Foundation assists
needy families with covering
the additional expenses that
can arise with end-of-life
care. “In the last two years,
we have not had to deny
anyone that was in need,”
said Carol Clark, Executive
Director of the foundation.
Casa de la Luz Hospice employees modeled fashions from
“The Foundation was able
AK Jensen at this year’s event.
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Hospice
Certified aid,
Claudia Watts
models a Tucson
Favorite
spirits, live music, and a fashion show
featuring Casa de la Luz Hospice employees.
Exquisite tea sets are raffled off, along with
special jewelry, gift baskets, art, and much
more. “The Tea raised more money this
year and we actually sold out our tickets,”
Carol said, adding that “next year we will be
looking into a larger space to accommodate
more participants. We will again feature our
signature tea sets and some high-end items for
raffle. We’re really looking forward to it.” ❦

Hospice is

H

Teamwork

ospice care
find humor and laugh. We
at Casa is all about teamhave a set routine so none
work, involving many
of us is overwhelmed—we
different players from our
all take turns helping out.”
admissions staff to our
doctors, nurses, counselors,
Frances Novak,
volunteers, and of course,
Casa Hospice volunteer
our patients and their
“I started volunteering
families. Everyone works
for Casa about four months
together to deliver the
ago, and so far I’ve had
highest level of quality care
the privilege to help with
for those facing a terminal
two patients, including
illness. The experience of Diane Edmonds, Hospice Nurse, Glenda’s mother, Betty. In
the following – a daughter, Betty Schouweiler (in bed),
both cases, the patients are
a volunteer, and a hospice
at home and their families
Glenda and Butch Warren
nurse – is just one example
take care of them. Like
of how a Casa patient is helped by a team many people, at first I did not realize that
of compassionate caregivers.
most hospice patients are at home. In the
news, we never hear of families taking care
Glenda Warren, daughter
of their elderly. The message we get is that
“I am the daughter and caregiver of most people are in a facility when they’re old
Betty Schouweiler. I have been blessed to and frail. Sometimes families are reluctant
have the space, time, and resources to take to ask for help, but not Glenda. One of her
care of our mom at home. Everyone needs strongest qualities is that she has asked for
to do this their own way—there is no ‘right’ help, from her family members to Casa. I
way to care for a dying parent. I have five visit with Betty on Sunday mornings, so
siblings; my brother and his wife took care of Glenda and her husband can go to church
Mom for as long as they could. Then we got with the rest of the family and worship
together and decided that I was best able to together. I enjoy volunteering for Casa and
care for her and so I brought her home. Casa being there for others.”
de la Luz has been very helpful—they
provide a volunteer, two nurses that come
Diane Edmonds, Hospice nurse
out to the house twice a week, and an aid,
“Betty’s family members support each
who I want to adopt as my own daughter. other and give each other a break when they
They assist with feeding, bathing, and need it. They are very devoted to their mom,
anything we need. The best part of having and it’s amazing to see how the whole family
Mom home is the peace of mind that I have dotes on her. The room they have set up for
that she is being taken care of, even though Betty is so comforting, she is surrounded by
she has dementia and no longer remembers all the things she loves. We help the family
me. In a situation like ours, I think it’s care for her and do the best they can. They
important to stay in the moment, and to are still living life to the fullest.” ❦

Mandy Gessler, RN
Case Manager ER
Northwest Medical Center

“When I call Casa, I always get a
prompt response and the patients
are always impressed with your
admission nurses.”

Becky Sethney, RN
Case Manager
Northwest Medical Center

“Casa is so responsive to my needs!
The patients always let me know
that they have had a positive
experience with your staff. You are
always able to meet the patients’
needs.”
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Cooking at
anmar Place

K

e don’t know what
comes after this life,” said Hope Bouse, RN,
Manager of Kanmar Place. “But until then
I hope to provide peace, comfort, and good
food for our residents at Kanmar.” Hope has
led the effort to provide high-quality food
that is well suited to the terminally ill at Casa
de la Luz’s residential hospice home.
Eating remains an important ritual
and aspect of care of the terminally ill
even as one’s appetite diminishes. The loss
of appetite is normal and is not painful
or disturbing to the patient. “I find that
the preparation of meals and the aroma
it creates actually stimulates peoples’
appetites and anticipation of the next
meal,” Hope said.
Hope and the staff of Kanmar Place are
happy to share some of the guidelines that

they have developed for preparing meals for family and friends. It was going to be her
the terminally ill. The best kinds of foods, last holiday meal with them and she wanted
generally, are easily digestible and don’t take it to be special. “We enjoyed preparing
Thanksgiving for them
much energy, have lots of
and serving them in our
flavor but aren’t necessaradobe dining room at
ily spicy or salty, and are
Kanmar,” Hope said. For
served in small quantities.
that matter, every meal
Variety is important, as
is presented with extra
well as offering something
touches, such as includfor residents to look foring a fresh flower in a bud
ward to. “This is a sacred
vase, because presentatime of life for them,”
tion is considered very
Hope said, “so we have
important. “We make
to be very considerate of
sure that residents’ meal
what our residents need.”
trays are lovely and full of
“People mostly want
color, or that the dining
something comforting
room table is beautifully
and tasty to eat,” Hope
set.”
explained. “I had a request Hope Bouse, RN Kanmar
The Kanmar staff
for lobster Manager, is teaching Maria Hale
have drawn from ample
once, but cooking tips.
we did not have the equip- experience to offer further tips and ideas to
ment to prepare live Maine keep food palatable and nutritious for the
lobster, so I went to Red terminally ill. Tips include:
Lobster and brought back
1) Use caution with raw, uncooked egg
the resident’s dream meal.”
The Kanmar staff, however, as an ingredient. When people are sick their
do their best to cook special immune system is most likely compromised
requests. “Our meals at and infection is a constant threat.
Kanmar should be a means
2) Avoid strong smelling food since
of comfort for residents and
should help them feel at nausea is common among the terminally
home and that they are very ill.
cared for,” Hope added.
3) If the patient has trouble swallowing,
Last Thanksgiving,
one of the residents at stir a small amount of thickener powder
Kanmar wanted a full- into any thin liquid to reduce the chance
f l e d g e d T h a n k s g i v i n g of choking.
Dinning Room at Kanmar Place, Tucson’s only residential
dinner—not only prepared
hospice home.
4) Be inventive with ingredients. ❦
for herself but for her
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Upcoming Events
9th Annual End of Life Conference
“Being with Dying”
The event will be held Friday, November 13, 2009 at 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at St.
Philip’s In The Hills Episcopal Church located at 4440 N. Campbell Ave., Tucson,
Arizona. Please join us for a day filling mind, body and spirit, with keynote speaker,
Joan Halifax, PhD, anthropologist, author, and lecturer. She is the Director of the
Project on Being with Dying, and a Zen priest, who is founder, Abbot, and Head
Teacher of Upaya Zen Center, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Learn about Being with Dying—
Compassionate End-of-Life Care, and Cultivating Compassion and Fearlessness in
the Presence of Death. Seating is limited. Registration is $60. For more info or to
register call (520) 544-9890. Go to www.casafoundation.org for more updates on
this conference!

Bereavement Programs
Casa de la Luz Hospice services do not end with the death
of the patient. Our bereavement programs offer a variety of
opportunities for ongoing emotional support and education
about grief, loss, and life adjustments following the death
of a loved one. For additional information on Bereavement
Programs, contact Frank Williams, PhD, at (520) 544-9890.
For a list of our bereavement groups, go to our website and
click on Bereavement Care under the Services link.

End of Life Education
& Speakers Bureau
Educational programs are designed to meet the needs of the
general community and healthcare professionals on various
topics surrounding end of life care issues. These programs are
available at no charge throughout the year. For information
on topics or to schedule a program, please call Marianne
Schloss, RN, at (520) 544-9890.

Pat Moran, ALFM,
Assistant Executive Director
Atria Campana del Rio

“We appreciate your responsiveness to our residents’ needs, and
the support to the families.”
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“The House of Light”

A

Hospice Came

s a freelance writer who has
written a lot for Casa in the last few years,
I’ve learned quite a bit about hospice and its
wonderful services. With elderly parents still
living in my hometown in Pennsylvania, I
knew that I might soon experience hospice
on a personal level. Four months ago, hospice
came home.
I last saw my father, George Holder, on
the morning of December 29, 2008, at the
end of my Christmas visit with my parents.
In a rush to meet my taxi to go to the airport,
I ran upstairs to say goodbye to him. My dad
was in bed, where he was spending more time
since he’d been diagnosed with incurable
bone cancer the previous September. He had
received a couple of rounds of radiation to
alleviate pain, but at 93, he agreed to forego
any aggressive treatment. While the taxi
waited, I bent over Dad, kissed his smiling
face and stroked his white silky hair. I told
him I’d be back in the spring; he’d been doing so well physically that I really believed I’d
see him again.

Home

After the New Year, Dad declined rapidly,
and by mid-January he was enrolled with a local hospice. At the initial meeting between the
hospice team, my mother, and a couple of my
older siblings who live in the same area, my mom
expressed reluctance and anxiety. She did not
want my father to know that he was on hospice,
and she was afraid that the hospice staff would
replace my parents’ trusted caregivers. I think
the real problem was that my mother did not
want to accept that her husband of 61 years was
at the end stage of a terminal illness. I spoke to
her on the phone around that time, and I gave
her my best pitch for hospice, which was well
rehearsed from my work for Casa. She seemed
unconvinced, but with the urgings of my siblings
and others, Mom agreed to hospice for Dad.
When Mom saw how helpful the hospice
team was, she became very supportive of hospice.
She grew to appreciate the straight talk of the
nurse, Kate, and enjoyed the bubbly personality
of the aid, Jeff. The hospice professionals helped
my family understand why Dad began eating
less, talking less, and wanting less company.

by Kate Holder

Nurse Kate always knew when he was in
pain even when he denied it; during the last
week of Dad’s life, she ensured that he was
well medicated and comfortable.
The hospice accurately predicted Dad’s
death. On Friday, two days before Dad died,
the aid, Jeff, told my sister, Maureen, that our
dad would probably not make it to Monday.
When Jeff said goodbye to Dad that Friday,
he did something that I think is important
– he gave Dad permission to go. Knowing
that my father was a very devout Catholic,
Jeff told Dad that he could “take the hand
of the Lord now, He’s reaching for you and
it’s OK to go.” My sister, Chris, said similar
words to Dad on Saturday night, after she’d
arrived from New York to visit my parents
and help out.
My father died the next day, Sunday,
February 8, 2009; he died peacefully at
home, pain-free, with my mother and oldest
brother by his side. Hospice came home, and
helped my father pass on. I could not have
asked for a better way. ❦

